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>>> Clicca Qui <<<
How to Win the Jackpot in Subway Surfers. Subway Surfers features many ability items, and one
requires an ample amount of coins to buy and upgrade these abilities. The simplest way to get

thousands of coins in Subway Surfers is to win a Jackpot. Moreover, for Jackpots, players need to open
Mystery and Super Mystery Boxes. That said, here’s how to win the Jackpot in Subway Surfers. How to
Win Jackpot From Mystery Boxes in Subway Surfers? Image via Subway Surfers. Players run against
trains and obstacles during the course of Subway Surfers. While running, they get a variety of objects
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lying in their way, and one of them is a Mystery Box. Apart from the runs, players can also buy Mystery
Boxes from the store, and it costs only 500 coins each. Upon unboxing, a Mystery Box rewards the

player with various game items like tokens, coins, hoverboards, trophies, keys, etc. The majority of the
time, players simply receive ordinary rewards. However, if lucky, there is a 0.11% chance of winning a

Jackpot prize of 5000 to 100k coins. As the Mystery Box is only 500 coins, keep opening it till you win a
Jackpot. At the end of this guide, we have a surprise trick for you to win a Jackpot in Subway Surfers.

How to Win a Jackpot Using a Super Mystery Box? Image via Subway Surfers. Super Mystery Box is a
bit ahead, and an upgraded version of Mystery Box and unlikely players can not buy it from anywhere in
Subway Surfers. It offers a wide range of rare items and up to 3X rewards compared to Mystery Box.

Now the question arises, where do we get a Super Mystery Box from? Although we can’t buy it, we can
get it in plenty of ways like completing Wordy Weekend Challenges, completing the Daily Challenge for
five consecutive days, Weekly Hunt (having Super Mystery Box as a reward), completing a mission set
after achieving an X30 score multiplier, and watching ads. Super Mystery Boxes contain similar awards
as the Mystery Boxes do. It features around 0.98% chance of winning a Jackpot, and the prize amount

varies from 15,000 to 300k coins. Trick to Win Jackpot From a Mystery Box. Image via Subway Surfers.
Everyone has their perspective and different tricks work for different people. Here is our trick to win the

Jackpot from a Mystery Box, that works for many people and it’s worth giving a try. 
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